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July 13, 2563 - October 4, 2019 æ�ƒ Automatic deletion of history from the YouTube mobile app. The YouTube video service
has made available to users access to the history collected by its app, including topics, comments on videos, and where they were
watched. In 2016, the YouTube app, Yandex.Maps, launched a new project, Historical Navigator, and for the first time posted
on Google Play and the App Store information about users who visited the memorials on the territory of the memorial complex
of the Fallen Fighters for Soviet Power in Zmeinogorsk (now the city of Rudny ). Since then, it has been possible to monitor
what users are watching and filming on video hosting in various applications and forums. In October 2018, Google officially
launched the History feature. The app no â€‹â€‹longer automatically removes history from the user's mobile content. An
attempt to make a search engine out of history is also gaining popularity. For example, Valve's Stories for Google app, as part of
a fundraising campaign to create online services about football or hockey, makes a story from search. Well, even the Estonians
have begun to do something in the direction of reducing emissions. This is already very, very good news! It is with great
pleasure that I follow this topic and participate in its discussion in the community. More on the topic: Bloggers "saved" on the
production of badges. Another savings lessonMore than 70% of Russians live "on credit" Ten Reasons to Start Saving Money
Recently About 70% of citizens in Russia work "in the white" If you have a production or service that you want to tell our
readers about, write to the commercial mail voxpopuli@bk.ru (in the letter, indicate that this is a blog and that it is not required
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